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Advertising Options

Reach 100,000+ Homebuilt
KITPLANES magazine, www.KITPLANES.com and the new KITPLANES
Weekly e-letter allows marketers to reach well over 100K enthusiasts
every month. Print, web or email options allows multiple customer
contacts in a variety of formats and presentations.
Lead by long time editor and multi-time kit builder Marc Cook,
KITPLANES is geared for a wide range of kitbuilders—from experienced
“repeat offenders” to those considering their first build project. Marc
and contributors like editor-at-large Paul Dye (builder of multiple
aircraft), avionics expert Larry Anglisano, and specialists like Barnaby
Wainfan (aerodynamics), Vic Syracuse (practical building) and Dave Prizio
(maintenance) create a monthly magazine for those seeking expert advice.
Advertisers know they can harness KITPLANES to reach informationhungry pilots who want the latest products and capabilities in their
airplanes. There are 33,000 Experimentals flying today with more being

completed every day. These pilots build and fly over a hundred popular
Experimental and kit-built airplane designs including Van’s RV series,
Cubcrafters’ CarbonCub, the Glasair Sportsman, utility designs by Kitfox,
RANS, Legend Cub and Zenith all the way across the spectrum to the
SubSonex personal jet.

Subscribers and digital consumers love
KITPLANES’ no-fluff content.
That’s because KITPLANES’ editors and contributors are actively
involved in the industry—they’re not merely armchair experts. In every
issue they give our subscribers hands-on insight on engines, avionics,
flight testing, FAA compliance and much more. Our pilot reports detail
performance and handling information, include colorful photography
and first-person experience from takeoff through cruise and landing.

Magazine
The homebuilt aircraft authority.

KITPLANES 12X monthly print editions are 84 pages
of colorful, photo-centric reporting packed with pilot
reports, building tips, how-to DIY, product news, safety
tips, plus expert advice for buyers of avionics, engines,
props, complete kits or used kit aircraft. It’s required
reading for any Experimental builder!

.com
Our recently re-designed website boasts more than 150,000
unique monthly visitors, with daily news updates, video features,
supplier links, a builder’s marketplace, pilot reports, avionics, engine
buying guidance and much more.

KITPLANES New Builder’s
Marketplace for small space
advertisers. 24 X 7 X 365 presence on KITPLANES.com for
as little as $200 per month.

Enthusiasts Every Month!
Who advertises in

?

• Avionics dealers and resellers provide pre-equipped instrument
and avionics panels, wired and ready to plug in. KITPLANES editors
explain how to plan and where to shop.

Weekly
The KITPLANES Weekly e-Newsletter
reaches more than 22,000 subscribers
50X yearly, plus six daily issues at
Sun ‘N Fun and AirVenture! It contains
news, videos and our Builder’s portal
with tech tips on materials, FAA
regs, custom-built components
and troubleshooting.

• Major avionics manufacturers like Garmin, Avidyne, Aspen, Dynon
and Appareo have developed next-generation touchscreen displays,
digital autopilots, ADS-B in/out units and nav/com systems for less
than the cost of certified systems. Our avionics editors can tell you
exactly what you need for IFR or VFR flying.
• Lycoming, Continental, Rotax and other engine manufacturers
work closely with kit manufacturers to deliver ready-to-install engines
with all accessories. KITPLANES contributors include expert builders
who can explain just how to install, modify and troubleshoot.
• Headset, portable avionics and handheld navcomm manufacturers and distributors reach owner pilots who fly and buy and who
are never satisfied with outdated products.
• Tires, brakes, batteries, accessories, starters, spark plugs,
oil filters, magnetos, lighting and strobe manufacturers and
distributors are all part of our mix.

e-Blasts
Solo e-Blasts reach all KITPLANES
digital subscribers with targeted
messages that can include video links,
photos, catalog copy, special offers
and promos!

Advertorial Video
KITPLANES-branded videos offer advertorial and editorial video that
appears throughout our digital portfolio—and in our AVweb Flash sister
e-newsletter and AVweb.com website. Custom video productions are very
affordable and become our advertisers’ property for unlimited use. Choose
from economical Product
Minute commercials shot
at major trade shows, or
longer-form videos on your
product shot at your facility.

• Aircraft kit manufacturers like CubCrafters, Glasair, Kitfox, Sonex,
Van’s and Zenith manufacture quickbuild kits that save builders
hundreds and possibly over a thousand hours of build time. Many
of these kits include fuselages, wings and other major components
up to 49% complete.

From the Editor
My goal with KITPLANES is to provide an entertaining and valuable
one-stop source of information for individuals with interest across
the custom-built aircraft spectrum—from those wondering if such an
intriguing endeavor is for them to those who have built multiple aircraft
and are looking for the next amazing project. And everyone in between.
Our staff is made up of multi-time builders, experts in avionics
and engines, and those who know the ins and outs of rules and
regulations like no one else. I count on my contributors to provide our
readers with accurate, un-biased and useful advice they can use to
make the right purchase decisions and construction choices.
My motivation here is really very simple: The easier every homebuilt
airplane comes together, the more enjoyable the process and the
more rewarding the outcome, the better off and more vibrant our
industry will be. Our readers won’t stand for written fluff or research
that barely goes beneath the surface, and neither will I. This is why
KITPLANES is respected across the industry as an expert voice for
Experimental/Amateur-Built aircraft. 		
—Marc Cook

SubSonex Jet

Zenith CH 750 Cruiser

CarbonCub Amphibian

Van’s RV-12iS

Research: Certified Aircraft Owners Want Kit Airplanes!
KITPLANES research studies have shown that tens of thousands of existing
and prospective owner-pilots have been frustrated by the cost of new,
certified airplanes—but want to own their own aircraft. A recent survey
suggests that about half of all piston aircraft owners are interested in kit
aircraft but don’t fully grasp the benefits of today’s fast-build kits or how
to buy used kit airplanes.
Aircraft kit companies manufacture quick-build kits that save owner/
pilots hundreds and possibly over a thousand hours of build time. Many
of these kits include a tremendous amount of prefabrication, especially
the critical structural components and difficult-to-build systems. A
growing number of kit-built designs come with pre-fabricated wiring

harnesses and specially
designed avionics suites
including autopilots. It’s
easier than ever to create a
safe, reliable airplane that
has superb performance and
excellent resale value.
Fast build kits make it
possible for busy professionals, business owners, flying clubs and working
adults to create custom airplanes with capabilities and performance
well beyond the average production-line model. At a fraction of the cost.

Print and Digital Advertising Packages
										

Multiple-Media Packages
12x Frequency
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12
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Annual Solo Email Blasts

4

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

eLetter Skyscraper

12

8

6

4

4

6

8

6

Web Banners

12,000

12,000

10,000

6,000

n/a

12,000

12,000

12,000

Banner Type

Leaderboard

Leaderboard

Skyscraper

Skyscraper

n/a

Leaderboard

Leaderboard

Skyscraper

															
Additional
Options - All Packages										
			
KITPLANES Weekly Big Box Banner
$300/each
AVwebFlash Skyscrapers $600/each 				
KITPLANES Solo e-Mail Blast
$600/each
AVweb Solo e-Mail Blast $2,000/each 				

For Avertising Information, Contact:
Tom Bliss		
tom@kitplanes.com		
(602) 625-6815		

Ivy Ericksen
ivy@kitplanes.com
(612) 743-8512

